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1. INTRODUCTION
Our purpose is to present algorithms for computing some invariants and
functors attached to algebraic D-modules by using Grobner bases forÈ
differential operators. Let K be an algebraically closed field of character-
istic zero and let X be a Zariski open set of K n with a positive integer n.
 .  .We fix a coordinate system x s x , . . . , x of X and write ­ s ­ , . . . , ­1 n 1 n
with ­ [ ­r­ x . We denote by D the sheaf of algebraic linear differen-i i X
 w x w x.tial operators on X cf. 3 , 6 .
Let M be a coherent left D -module and u a section of M. SupposeX
 . w xthat f s f x g K x is an arbitrary nonconstant polynomial of n vari-
  . 4ables. If M is holonomic, then for each point p of Y [ x g X N f x s 0 ,
 . w x  . w xthere exists a germ P x, ­ , s of D s at p and a polynomial b s g K sX
of one variable so that
P x , ­ , s f sq1u s b s f su 1.1 .  .  . .
 w x.  .holds with an indeterminate s cf. 17 . More precisely, 1.1 means that
there exists a nonnegative integer m so that
my s s w xQ [ f b s y P s, ­ , s f f g D s .  . . X
w x w x  .satisfies Qu s 0 in M s [ K s m M. The monic polynomial b s of theK
 .  .least degree that satisfies 1.1 , if any, is called the generalized b-function
for f and u at p. The b-function in this sense was first studied by
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w xKashiwara and Kawai 20 . In particular, when M coincides with the sheaf
O of regular functions and u s 1, we get the classical b-function or theX
.Bernstein]Sato polynomial of f. An algorithm for computing the
w x  w xBernstein]Sato polynomial has been given in 33 see also 44, 34 for
w x .examples, and 38, 4, 25 for algorithms in some special cases .
Suppose that a presentation i.e., generators and the relations among
.them of a coherent left D -module M and a section u of M are given.X
Then we are concerned with algorithms for solving the following problems:
 .A1 to determine whether there exists and to find, if it does, the
b-function for f and u;
 .A2 to obtain presentations of the algebraic local cohomology
j  .  .  w x .groups H M j s 0, 1 as left D -modules cf. 17 for the definition ;wY x X
 .  . w y1 xA3 to obtain a presentation of the localization M )Y s M f
of M by f as a left D -module;X
 . w xA4 to obtain a presentation of the left D s -moduleX
r
sw xD s f m u , . X i
is1
where u , . . . , u are generators of M and f s m u is regarded as a section1 r i
 w y1 x s.of O s, f f m M.X OX
It turns out that these problems are closely related with one another not
only from theoretical but also from algorithmic point of view: Solutions to
 .  .A2 ] A4 need the existence of and some information on the b-functions
 .for f and u , . . . , u ; one can solve the problem A3 by using a solution to1 r
 .A4 by specializing the parameter s to an appropriate negative integer. As
w xan application, for two polynomials f , f g K s , we can obtain a presen-1 2
 s1 s2 .tation of the left D -module D f f for generic constants s , s g K.X X 1 2 1 2
w x j  .  .Kashiwara 17 proved that H M and M )Y are holonomic if so MwY x
is. In this case more generally, under a weaker condition that the
b-functions for f and u , . . . , u exist, which can be determined algorithmi-1 r
.  .  .cally , we can solve the problems A1 ] A4 completely except that we
0  .  .  .need the condition H M s 0 to solve the latter part of A1 , A3 , andwY x
 .A4 ; even if this condition fails, we can obtain certain information
 .estimates `from above' on solutions of these problems. We solve the
 . w xproblem A4 by generalizing a method developed in 34 for computing a
w x s w x  w x.presentation of D s f . Note that Ginsburg 14 see also 5 gaveX
j  .  .formulas which connect the characteristic cycles of H M and M )YwY x
with that of M , and which can also serve as algorithms at least in algebraic
case for computing those characteristic cycles via Grobner bases in theÈ
polynomial ring combined with an algorithm to compute the characteristic
 w x..cycle of M cf. 30 , under the condition that M is regular holonomic.
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 .  .Our algorithms for A1 and A2 are actually obtained as applications
of algorithms for more general problems as follows: Now let M be a left
Äcoherent D -module with X [ K = X. Let u , . . . , u be generators of M.ÄX 1 r
Ä Ä . 4We identify X with the hyperplane t, x g X N t s 0 of X. Then the
 . w xb-function of M along X at p g X is the monic polynomial b s g K s
of the least degree that satisfies
b t­ q tP t , x , t­ , ­ u s 0 i s 1, . . . , r .  .  . .t i t i
 .with germs P t, x, t­ , ­ of D at p, where we write ­ [ ­r­ t. M isÄi t X t
 .called specializable along X at p if such b s exists. On the other hand,
 .the restriction also called the induced system or the tangential system of




M : 0 M M 0.X
w x  w x.It was proved by Laurent-Schapira 24 and by Kashiwara 17 that if M
 .is specializable along X or holonomic , then the cohomology groups of
v  .M are coherent left D -modules holonomic systems, respectively .X X
 .In the classical case K s C the field of complex numbers , if X is
 w x.  w x.noncharacteristic for M cf. 19 , or M is Fuchsian along X cf. 23 , we
have an isomorphism
an v anR H o m M , O , R H o m M , O . .X X XD DÄÄX XX
in the derived category, where O an and O an denote the sheaves ofÄX X
Äholomorphic functions on X and on X respectively, and R Hom means the
right derived functor of the functor of taking homomorphisms between
 w x.sheaves cf. 15 . This isomorphism is a generalization of the classical
Cauchy]Kowalevskaja theorem.
Assume now that a presentation of a coherent left D -module M isÄX
given. Then we obtain a complete algorithm for solving the problem
 .B1 to determine whether M is specializable along X and to find, if
so, the b-function of M along X.
This algorithm is obtained by generalizing a method of Grobner basisÈ
 w x.computation the Buchberger algorithm 7 in the Weyl algebra with
w x w x. w x respect to the so-called V-filtration 18 , 27 developed in 31, 32, 33 cf.
w x.  . w xalso 1 . We have solved B1 for the case r s 1 in 33 . Here we
w xgeneralize an algorithm of 33 so that we can compute the b-function as a
function of the point of X for arbitrary r G 1.
Under the condition that M is specializable along X, we also get an
algorithm to solve the problem
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 . vB2 to obtain presentations of the cohomology groups of M as leftX
D -modules.X
 .  wIt seems that no complete algorithm for B2 used to be known see 41,
x .42, 32 for partial algorithms . Note that M is specializable if M is
w x.  .  .holonomic 21 . Algorithms for A1 and A2 are obtained by applying
 .  .    ..the algorithms for B1 and B2 to the module D d t y f x m M forÄX OX
  ..a given D -module M , where d t y f x denotes the modulo class ofX
  ..y1 w  ..y1 x  .t y f x in O t y f x . Thus we can solve A2 under the condi-ÄX
   ...  .  .tion that D d t y f x m M is specializable along X, and A1 , A3 ,ÄX OX
 . 0  .A4 under the additional assumption H M s 0. We can also show thatwY x
   ...D d t y f x m M is specializable along X if and only if there existsÄX OX
 .the b-function for f and each generator of M in the sense of 1.1 .
When K s C, we can consider the problems explained so far with DX
replaced by the sheaf Dan of analytic differential operators. Then ourX
algorithms yield correct solutions also in this analytic case if the left
Dan-module M an in question is written in the form M an s Dan m MX X DX
with a coherent D -module M whose presentation is given explicitly.X
We have implemented the algorithms in the present paper by using
w xcomputer algebra systems Kan 43 , developed by Takayama of Kobe
w xUniversity, and RisarAsir 29 , developed by Noro et al. at Fujitsu Labora-
tories Limited. We use Kan for Grobner basis computation in WeylÈ
algebras, and RisarAsir for Grobner basis computation, factorization, andÈ
primary decomposition in polynomial rings.
2. V-FILTRATION AND INVOLUTORY GENERATORS
Ä nLet X be a Zariski open subset of K = K with the coordinate system
 .  .  .t, x s t, x , . . . , x . We denote by ­ s ­r­ t and ­ s ­ , . . . , ­ the1 n t 1 n
Ä n 4 .corresponding derivations with ­ s ­r­ x . Put X [ X l 0 = K . Theni i
X can be identified with a Zariski open subset of K n. Let O and O beÄX X
Äthe sheaves of regular functions on X and on X respectively. We denote
by D and D the sheaves of rings of algebraic linear differentialÄX X
Ä <operators on X and on X respectively. Let D be the sheaf theoreticÄ XX
restriction of D to X. Put J [ O t. Then for each integer k we putÄ ÄX X X
j jyk<F D [ P g D N P J g J for any j G 0 . .  . .  4Ä Ä Xk X X X X
Let M be a left coherent D -module. We assume that M has aÄX
r Ä .presentation M s D rN on X, where N is a left D -submodule ofÄ ÄX X
 . rD . Then let us putÄX
r r
F N [ N l F D , F M [ F D rF N .  .  . .  .Ä Äk k X k k X k
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w x.for each integer k g Z. These are called V-filtrations 18, 27 . The
graded ring and modules associated with these filtrations are defined by
gr D [ F D rF D , .  .  .Ä Ä Ä[X k X ky1 X
kgZ
gr N [ F N rF N , .  .  .[ k ky1
kgZ
gr M [ F M rF M . .  .  .[ k ky1
kgZ
 .  .  .Then gr M is a coherent left gr D -module. Note that gr D isÄ ÄX X
w x <isomorphic to D t, ­ , which consists of the sections of D that areÄ XX t X
polynomials in t.
 . r <  .For a nonzero section P of D , let k s ord P be the minimumÄ XX F
 . r  .k g Z such that P g F D . Then let s P be the modulo class of P inÃÄk X
rr r w xF D rF D , D t­ S , .  .  .Ä Äk X ky1 X X t k
where S [ ­ k if k G 0 and S [ tyk otherwise. Moreover, we definek t k
 . .  w x. r  .  . .c P s g D s so that s S P s c P t­ holds.ÃX yk t
DEFINITION 2.1. Let U be a Zariski open subset of X. A subset G of
 < .G U, N is called a set of F-in¨olutory generators of N on U if GX
< <  .   . 4generates N as a left D -module on U and if s G [ s P N P g GÃ ÃÄX XX
 .  .generates gr N as a left gr D -module.ÄX
The following two propositions are immediate consequences of the
definitions:
 4  < .PROPOSITION 2.2. Let G s P , . . . , P ; G U, N be a set of genera-X1 m
<tors of N on a Zariski open set U ; X. Then G is a set of F-in¨olutoryX
generators of N on U if and only if for an arbitrary nonzero element P of the
stalk N of N at p g U, and for an arbitrary integer j, there exist Q , . . . , Qp 1 m
 .  .  .g N so that ord Q P F ord P i s 1, . . . , m andp F i i F
r
P y Q P y ??? yQ P g F D . .Ä p1 1 m m j X
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let G be a set of F-in¨olutory generators of N. Denote
 . w x  w x. r   . 4by c N the left D s -submodule of D s generated by c P N P g N .X X
 .  .   . 4Then c N is generated by c G [ c P N P g G .
È3. GROBNER BASES WITH RESPECT TO THE
V-FILTRATION
The purpose of this section is to show that a set of F-involutory
 . rgenerators of a given submodule N of D can be provided by a GrobnerÈÄX
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basis in the Weyl algebra with respect to an appropriate term ordering,
w x w xwhich can be computed by the Buchberger algorithm 7 . See e.g. 2, 9, 10
for Grobner bases of polynomial rings. The fact that the BuchbergerÈ
algorithm applies to the Weyl algebra the ring of differential operators
. w x with polynomial coefficients was observed by Galligo 12 cf. also
w x.8, 40 .
Let us denote by A and A the Weyl algebras on the n variables xn nq1
 . and on the n q 1 variables t, x respectively with coefficients in K cf.
w x. 2q2 n n n3 . Let r be a positive integer and put L [ N s N = N = N = N
 4  . rwith N \ 0, 1, . . . . An element P of A is written in a finite sumnq1
r
m a n bP s a t x ­ ­ e 3.1 .  mna b i t i
is1  .m , n , a , b gL
 .  . a a1 anwith a g K, e [ 1, 0, . . . , 0 , . . . , e [ 0, . . . , 0, 1 , x [ x ??? x ,mna b i 1 r 1 n
b b1 bn  .  . n­ [ ­ ??? ­ for a s a , . . . , a , b s b , . . . , b g N .1 n 1 n 1 n
 4Let $ be a total order on L = 1, . . . , r which satisfiesF
 .  .  .  .  .O1 a , i $ b , j implies a q g , i $ b q g , j for anyF F
 4a , b , g g L and i, j g 1, . . . , r ;
 .  .  .O2 if n y m - n 9 y m9, then m, n , a , b , i $ m9, n 9, a 9, b9, jF
n  4for any a , b , a 9, b9 g N , m, n , m9, n 9 g N and any i, j g 1, . . . , r ;
 .  .  . nO3 m, m, a , b , i # 0, 0, 0, 0, i for any m g N, a , b g N , i gF
 41, . . . , r .
 .Note that $ is not a well order linear ordering . However, through-F
 .out the present paper, every order is supposed to satisfy O1 . Let P be a
 . r  .nonzero element of A which is written in the form 3.1 . Then thenq1
 .  4leading exponent lexp P g L = 1, . . . , r of P with respect to $ isF F
defined as the maximum element
max m , n , a , b , i N a / 0 . 4mna b i
 .with respect to the order $ . The set of leading exponents E N of aF F
 . rsubset N of A is defined bynq1
 4E N [ lexp P N P g N _ 0 . 4 .  .F F
DEFINITION 3.1. A finite set G of generators of a left A -submodulenq1
 . rN of A is called an FW-Grobner basis of N if we haveÈnq1
E N s lexp P q L , .  . .DF F
PgG
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where we write
a , i q L s a q b , i N b g L 4 .  .
 4for a g L and i g 1, . . . , r .
LEMMA 3.2. For any integer k, the order $ restricted to the setF
 . 4m, n , a , b , i g L N n y m G k is a well-order.
 .  .Proof. The conditions O1 and O3 imply that $ is a well-orderF
 . 4restricted to m, n , a , b , i g L N n y m s k . This implies the lemma
 .combined with O2 .
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let G be an FW-Grobner basis of a left A -È nq1
 . rsubmodule N of A . Then G is a set of F-in¨olutory generators of the leftnq1
 . rD -submodule N [ D N of D on X.Ä Ä ÄX X X
 4Proof. Put G s P , . . . , P . Let P be a nonzero element of N with1 m p
 . w x  .p g X. Then by definition there exists a x g K x such that a p / 0
 .  .  .and a x P g N. We have lexp P g E N since G is an FW-GrobnerÈF
 4  .basis of N. Hence there exist i g 1, . . . , m and a monomial Q g A Knq1
 .  .such that lexp P y QP $ lexp P . Let j be an arbitrary integer.F i F F
Repeating this process a finite number of times, we can find, by virtue of
 .  .the preceding lemma, Q , . . . , Q g A K so that lexp Q P U1 m nq1 F i i F
 .lexp aP if Q / 0 and thatF i
r
a x P y Q P y ??? yQ P g F D . .  .Ä1 1 m m j X
This completes the proof in view of Proposition 2.2.
Since the order $ is not a well-order, the Buchberger algorithm forF
computing Grobner bases does not work directly. We use the homogeniza-È
tion with respect to the V-filtration in order to bypass this difficulty cf.
w x. w x31, 32, 33, 1 . The following arguments generalize those in 33 , where the
case with r s 1 is treated. Since this generalization is straightforward, we
omit the proof.
DEFINITION 3.4. For l, m, n , l9, m9, n 9 g N, a , b , a 9, b9 g Nn, and
 4  4i, j g 1, . . . , r , an order $ on L = 1, . . . , r with L [ N = L isH 1 1
 .  .defined so that we have l, m, n , a , b , i $ l9, m9, n 9, a 9, b9, j if andH
only if one of the following conditions holds:
 .1 l - l9;
 .  .  .2 l s l9, m q l, n , a , b , i $ m9 q l9, n 9, a 9, b9, j with l, l9 g NF
such that n y m y l s n 9 y m9 y l9;
 .  .  .3 l, n , a , b , i s l9, n 9, a 9, b9, j , m - m9.
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This definition is independent of the choice of l, l9 in view of the
 .condition O1 .
 .LEMMA 3.5. 1 $ is a well-order.H
 .  .2 If n y m y l s n 9 y m9 y l9, then we ha¨e l, m, n , a , b , i $H
 .  .  .l9, m9, n 9, a 9, b9, j if and only if m, n , a , b , i $ m9, n 9, a 9, b9, j .F
 .  w x. rFor a nonzero element P s P x of A x , let us denote0 nq1 0
 .  4by lexp P g L = 1, . . . , r the leading exponent of P with respectH 1
to $ .H
 w x. rDEFINITION 3.6. An element P of A x of the formnq1 0
r
l m a n bP s a x t x ­ ­ e  lmna b i 0 t i
is1 l , m , n , a , b
is said to be F-homogeneous of order m if a s 0 whenever n y m ylmna b i
l / m.
 . r  .DEFINITION 3.7. For an element P of A of the form 3.1 , putnq1
 nm [ min n y m N a / 0 for some m, n g N, a , b g N , and i gmna b i
 44 h  w x. r1, . . . , r . Then the F-homogenization P g A x of P is definednq1 0
by
r
h nymym m a n bP [ a x t x ­ ­ e  mna b i 0 t i
is1 m , n , a , b
with a parameter x which commutes with all the other variables and0
derivations. P h is F-homogeneous of order m.
w x  w x. rLEMMA 3.8. If P g A x and Q g A x are both F-nq1 0 nq1 0
homogeneous, then so is PQ.
 .h h h w xLEMMA 3.9. We ha¨e PQ s P Q for P g A x and Q gnq1 0
 w x. rA x .nq1 0
 . rLEMMA 3.10. For P , . . . , P g A , put P s P q ??? qP . Then1 k nq1 1 k
there exist l, l , . . . , l g N so that1 k
h hl h l l1 kx P s x P q ??? qx P . .  .0 0 1 0 k
 4  4Let us define Ã : L = 1, . . . , r ª L = 1, . . . , r by1
Ã l, m , n , a , b , i s m , n , a , b , i . .  .
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 .  .  w x. rLEMMA 3.11. 1 If P x g A x is F-homogeneous, then we0 nq1 0
  ..    ...ha¨e lexp P 1 s Ã lexp P x .F H 0
 .  . r  .   h..2 For any P g A , we ha¨e lexp P s Ã lexp P .nq1 F H
Ä rw x  w x.PROPOSITION 3.12. Let N be a left A x -submodule of A xnq1 0 nq1 0
generated by F-homogeneous operators. Then there exists an H-Grobner basisÈ
Ä .i.e. a Grobner basis with respect to $ of N consisting of F-homogeneousÈ H
operators. Moreo¨er, such an H-Grobner basis can be computed by theÈ
Buchberger algorithm.
 . rPROPOSITION 3.13. Let N be a left A -submodule of A generatednq1 nq1
 . r h w xby P , . . . , P g A . Let us denote by N the left A x -submodule of1 d nq1 nq1 0
 w x. r  .h  .h   .  .4A x generated by P , . . . , P . Let G s Q x , . . . , Q x benq1 0 1 d 1 0 k 0
an H-Grobner basis of N h consisting of F-homogeneous operators. ThenÈ
 .   .  .4G 1 [ Q 1 , . . . , Q 1 is an FW-Grobner basis of N.È1 k
These two propositions, combined with Proposition 3.3, provide us with
an algorithm of computing a finite set of F-involutory generators of
N s D N on X.ÄX
4. THE b-FUNCTION OF A D-MODULE
We retain the notation in the preceding section. Let M be a left
Äcoherent D -module on X. We assume that a left A -submodule N ofÄX nq1
 . rA is given explicitly so that M s D m M holds with M [Änq1 X A nq 1
 . r  . r  .  .A rN. Set N [ D m N ; D . Let F N , F M be the V-Ä Änq1 X A X k knq 1
filtrations of N and M respectively defined in Section 2 and put
gr D [ F D rF D , .  .  .Ä Ä Äk X k X ky1 X
gr N [ F N rF N , .  .  .k k ky1
gr M [ F M rF M . .  .  .k k ky1
 .  .  .In particular, gr M and gr N are left gr D -modules and we canÄ0 0 0 X
 . w xidentify gr D with D t­ .Ä0 X X t
 . w x DEFINITION 4.1. The b-function b s, p g K s of M along X with
  .4.respect to the V-filtration F M at p g X is the monic polynomialk
 . w xb s, p g K s of the least degree, if any, that satisfies
b t­ , p gr M s 0. 4.1 .  .  .pt 0
 .If such b s, p exists, M is called specializable along X at p. If M is not
 .specializable at p, we put b s, p s 0.
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It is known that if M is holonomic, then M is specializable at any
w x.p g X 21 . In the sequel, we describe an algorithm for computing
 . w xb s, p g K s as a function of p g X.
 .  w x. r w xPROPOSITION 4.2. Put J [ c N l O s , which is an O s -X X
 w x. r  w x. r . w xsubmodule of O s . Let Ann O s rJ ; O s be the annihilatorX X X
 w x. r  w x. r . w x w xideal for O s rJ. Then the ideal Ann O s rJ l K s of K s isX X p
 .generated by b s, p for each p g X.
 .Proof. By the identification t­ s s, we have an isomorphism c N ,t
 . w x  w x.gr N as left D s -modules cf. 33 . Hence we get an isomorphism0 X
rw xgr M , D s rc N . .  .0 X
w xr w xr  . w xrWe have an inclusion O s rJ ; D s rc N and O s rJ generatesX X X
w xr  . w x w x w xD s rc N over D s . Since K s is the center of D s , this provesX X X
the assertion of the proposition.
 .A set of generators of c N on X can be computed by using Proposi-
tions 2.3, 3.12, 3.13. Hence our first task here is to compute a set of
 4generators of J. Let $ be a total order on L = 1, . . . , r withD 0
1q2 n  .L [ N which satisfies O1 with L replaced by L and0 0
 .  .  .  4  4O4 a , i % 0, i for any a g L _ 0 and i g 1, . . . , r ;D 0
 . < < < <  .  .O5 b - b9 implies m, a , b , i $ m9, a 9, b9, j for anyD
n  4m, m9 g N, a , a 9, b , b9 g N , i, j g 1, . . . , r .
Note that the order $ is a well-order.D
 w x. rPROPOSITION 4.3. Let G be a finite subset of A s which generates1 n
 . w xc N as a left D s -module on X. Let G be a Grobner basis with respect toÈX 2
 w x. r w xr$ of the submodule of A s generated by G . Put G [ G l K s, x .D n 1 3 2
w xThen J is generated by G on X as an O s -module.3 X
Proof. This proposition follows immediately from the fact that $ isD
an order for eliminating ­ . This order can be also used for the computa-
 w x.tion of the characteristic variety of a D-module cf. 30 .
 .The final step will be devoted to the computation of b s, p with a set of
generators of J as an input. For i s 1, . . . , r, put
J  i. [ f s f , . . . , f g J N f s 0 if j ) i . . 41 r j
 i.  iy1. w xThen J rJ can be regarded as an ideal of O s whose generatorsX
can be computed via a Grobner basis with respect to an order $ onÈ
1qn  4  .  . 1qnN = 1, . . . , r satisfying a , i $ b , j for any a , b g N if i - j.
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So far we have used only the Buchberger algorithm, which does not
require field extension, for computing Grobner bases with respect toÈ
various orders. Hence we do not need to assume that K is algebraically
closed from the viewpoint of algorithms. Thus, in the rest of this section,
we assume that K is an arbitrary field of characteristic zero so that the
inputs are defined over K. Since we will make use of primary decomposi-
tion, which is sensitive to field extension, we will have to pay attention to
the coefficient fields.
Let K be the algebraic closure of K and suppose that X is a Zariski
nopen subset of K . We denote by O the sheaf of regular functions on X.X
In particular, O is a sheaf of K-algebras. In general, for an ideal Q ofX
nw x  . w xK s, x and p g K , let us denote by b s, Q, p g K s a generator of the
w x w x  .ideal K s l O s Q. We may assume that b s, Q, p is monic if it is notX p
zero. Put
w xV Q [ x g X N f x s 0 for any f g Q l K x . 4 .  .X
 .Note that V Q can be computed by eliminating s by means of a GrobnerÈX
basis of Q.
w x w x w xLEMMA 4.4. In the abo¨e notation, the ideal O s Q l K s of K s isX p
 .also generated by b s, Q, p .
 .Proof. Let b s, Q, p be of degree d. Then it suffices to show that
w x w xdeg f G d for any nonzero element f of O s Q l K s . Then there existX p
w xf , . . . , f g Q and a , . . . , a , q g K x so that1 m 1 m
m
q x f s s a x f s, x .  .  .  . j j
js1
 .and q p / 0. Let p : K ª K be a projection, i.e., a K-linear map whose
restriction to K is an identity. We may assume, by multiplying elements of
  ..K to q and f , that p q p / 0 and that f is monic. Since we have
m
p q p f s p a f s, x , .  .  .  . j j
js1
 . w x w x  .which implies that p f g O s Q l K s , we know that b s, Q, p di-X p
 .  .vides p f . Since the degree of p f is equal to that of f , we are done.
w x PROPOSITION 4.5. Assume that Q is a primary ideal of K s, x and let h s,
. w x w xQ be a generator of the ideal Q l K s of K s .
 .  .1 Case h s, Q / 0: In this case there exists an irreducible polynomial
 . w x  .  .n 0h s, Q g K s and n g N so that h s, Q s h s, Q . Put0 0 0
nn w xV Q [ x g X N f x s 0 for any f g K x l Q: h s, Q .  .  . 4 .X 0
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w xfor each n g N, where : denotes the ideal quotient in K s, x . Then we ha¨e a
decreasing sequence of algebraic sets
X > V Q s V 0 Q > V 1 Q > ??? > Vn 0 Q s B .  .  .  .X X X X
ny1 . n  .  .  .nof X. If p g V Q _ V Q , then we ha¨e b s, Q, p s h s, Q forX X 0
y1 .n s 0, . . . , n , where we put V Q [ X.0 X
 .  .  .  .2 Case h s, Q s 0: In this case we ha¨e b s, Q, p s 0 if p g V QX
 .and b s, Q, p s 1 otherwise.
 .  .Proof. First assume h s, Q / 0. The existence of h s, Q and n as0 0
w x w xabove follows from the fact that Q l K s is a primary ideal of K s . In
 .  .order to prove the assertion of 1 , it suffices to show that b s, Q, p s
 .nh s, Q with some n g N, which may depend on p g X. This follows0
 .  . w xfrom the fact that b s, Q, p divides h s, Q in K s by definition.
 .  .  .Next assume h s, Q s 0. Suppose p g V Q and b s, Q, p / 0. ThenX
 . w x  .  .  .there exists a x g K x such that a p / 0 and a x b s, Q, p g Q. It
 . m  .follows that there exists m g N so that b s, Q, p g Q since a x f Q in
 .view of the condition p g V Q . This contradicts the assumption Q lX
w x  .  . w x  .K s s 0. If p f V Q , there exists a x g Q l K x such that a p / 0.X
 .This implies b s, Q, p s 1.
 .  .nNote that h s, Q and the ideal quotient Q: h s, Q can be computed0
w x.also by Grobner bases 9, 2, 10 .È
PROPOSITION 4.6. Under the abo¨e assumptions and notation, let J be ani
w x w x  i.  iy1.ideal of K s, x such that O s J s J rJ for i s 1, . . . , r. LetX i
J s Q l ??? l Qi i , 1 i , m i
w x  .be a primary decomposition of J in K s, x . Then the b-function b s, p of Mi
 .  .at p g X is the least common multiple of b s, Q , p 's where i, j runs o¨eri, j
 . 4the set i, j N 1 F i F r, 1 F j F m .i
Proof. It is easy to see that
r
r  i.  iy1.w x w x w x w xAnn O s rJ l K s s Ann O s r J rJ l K s . . . FX X
is1
r
w x w xs O s J l K s . .F X i
is1
Hence the assertion of the proposition follows from
w x w x w xO s J s O s Q l ??? l O s Q .X i X i , 1 X i , m i
This completes the proof.
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Thus by combining Propositions 4.2, 4.3, 4.5 and 4.6, we have obtained
 .an algorithm to compute the b-function b s, p of M as a function of
 . w xp g X. In particular, note that b s, p belongs to K s for any p g X. Let
w xus assume that X is defined over K, i.e., there exists an ideal I of K xX
n nso that K _ X is the set of the zeros of I in K . Then the followingX
theorem provides us with an algorithm to determine whether M is special-
izable along X at e¨ery point of p g X, and to compute the set s g
 . 4K N b s, p s 0 for some p g X . This will be needed in order to compute
the restriction and the algebraic local cohomology groups globally on X in
 .the subsequent sections cf. Proposition 5.2 below . Let us denote by
w xrad Q9 the radical of an ideal Q9 ; K x .
THEOREM 4.7. Let J and Q be as in the preceding proposition.i i j
 .1 M is specializable along X at each point of X if and only if the
condition
w x w x 4Q l K s / 0 or rad Q l K x > I 4.2 . .i j i j X
holds for each i s 1, . . . , r and j s 1, . . . , m .i
 .  .  .2 Assume that 4.2 holds for each i and j. Let b s be a generatori j
w x  w x.  . of Q l K s if rad Q l K x r I , and put b s [ 1 if rad Q li j i j X i j i j
w x.  .  .K x > I . Let b s be the least common multiple of b s 's with 1 F i F rX i j
 .  .and 1 F j F m . Then the b-function b s, p of M di¨ ides b s for anyi
 .  .p g X. Moreo¨er, for any irreducible factor g s of b s , there exists some
 .  .p g X so that g s di¨ ides b s, p .
n .3 Assume X s K . Then M is specializable along X at each point of
w x  .X if and only if J l K s / 0 for any i s 1, . . . , r. In this case let b s be ai i
w x  .generator of J l K s and let b s be the least common multiple ofi
 .  .  .  .b s , . . . , b s . Then b s is the least common multiple of b s, p 's where p1 r
runs o¨er X.
 .  .Proof. 1 and the first assertion of 2 follow immediately from Propo-
 w x.sitions 4.5 and 4.6 since the condition rad Q l K s > I is equivalenti j X
 .  . to V Q s B. To verify the latter assertion of 2 , assume rad Q lX i j i j
w x.  .  .K x r I . Then h s, Q divides b s, Q , p if and only if p belongs toX 0 i j i j
 .  w x.V Q , which is not empty. On the other hand, if rad Q l K x > I ,X i j i j X
 .  .then we have b s s 1 and b s, Q , p s 1 for any p g X.i j i j
n .3 Assume that M is specializable at any p g X s K . Suppose
w x  4 w x  4J l K s s 0 for some i. Then we have Q l K s s 0 for some j.i i j
 .  .Then V Q is not empty. In fact, if V Q would be an empty set, thenX i j X i j
w xwe should have 1 g Q l K x , and hence 1 g Q , which contradicts thei j i j
 .assumption. This means that M is not specializable on V Q . Hence weX i j
w x  4must have J l K s / 0 for i s 1, . . . , r. This proves the first statementi
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 . w x w xof 3 . Note that O s J is a sheaf of ideals of O s and we haveX i X
n w x . w x  . w xG X, O s J s K s, x J for X s K . Hence for f s g K s in general,X i i
 . w x  . w xwe have f s g K s, x J if and only if f s g O s J , or equivalentlyi X p i
 .  .  .b s, J , p divides f s , for any p g X. This proves the latter part of 3 .i
Algorithms for primary decomposition are known at least if the coeffi-
w xcient field is algebraic and finite over Q. See, e.g. 2, 11, 39 for recent
developments. Note that we do not need primary decomposition in order
 .  w x.to compute b s, p for a fixed p cf. 33 . There is also a simple algorithm
 w x.  w x.for determining whether the condition rad Q l K x > I holds cf. 9 .i j X
5. THE RESTRICTION OF A D-MODULE
 .We retain the notation of the preceding section. In particular, let b s, p
 .be the b-function of M at p g X. The D-module theoretic restriction of




M : 0 M M 0X
of left D -modules, where the homomorphism t denotes the one definedX
 .by t u s tu for each u g M. We regard the right M to be placed at the
degree 0 in considering the cohomology groups of M v. Put D [ÄX X ª X
 . vD rt D . Then D is a D , D -bimodule, and M is isomorphic toÄ Ä Ä ÄX X X ª X X X X
L L
D M in the derived category, where denotes the left derivedÄm mX ª X D ÄX
 w x. 0 v.functor of m cf. 15 . Let us denote by M [ H M s Mrt M the 0-thX X
cohomology group of the complex M v.X
 .  .LEMMA 5.1. The homomorphism t: gr M ª gr M is bijecti¨ e ifkq1 p k p
 .b k, p / 0 for p g X.
 .  .Proof. We write b s s b s, p for simplicity. First, let us prove that t
 .is injective. Let u be a section of F M and denote by u its residuekq1
 .  .  .  .class in gr M . Assume tu s 0 in gr M . Note that b t­ gr M s 0kq1 k t 0
 .  .implies b t­ q k gr M s 0 for any k g Z. Hence we havet k
0 s b t­ q k q 1 u s b ­ t q k u s b k u. .  .  .t t
 .Since b k / 0, we get u s 0.
Next, let us prove that t is surjective. Let u be an arbitrary element of
 .  .  . w x :gr M . Then we have b t­ q k u s 0. We can take c t, ­ g K t ­k t t t
 .  .  .so that b t­ q k s tc t, ­ q b k . Hence we gett t
y1u s yb k tc t , ­ u , .  .t
which implies that t is surjective.
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PROPOSITION 5.2. Assume that M is specializable along X at each point
 .of X. Let k F k be integers such that the b-function b s, p of M satisfies0 1
 .b k, p / 0 for any p g X and for any integer k such that k - k or k ) k .0 1
Then M v is quasi-isomorphic to the complexX
t6 6 60 F M rF M F M rF M 0 .  .  .  .k q1 k k k y11 0 1 0
 .of left D -modules on X. In particular, t: M ª M is bijecti¨ e if b k, p / 0X
for any p g X and k g Z.
Proof. First, let us show that two homomorphisms
t 6F M F M , 5.1 .  .  .k k y10 0
t 6
MrF M MrF M 5.2 .  .  .k q1 k1 1
 .are bijective. To prove the injectivity of 5.1 , suppose an element u g
 .  .F M _ F M with some k F k satisfies tu s 0. Then we have u s 0k ky1 0
 .  .  .in gr M since t: gr M ª gr M is bijective. This contradicts thek k ky1
assumption.
 .  .Next let us show that 5.1 is surjective. Let u g F M with k F k y 1.k 0
 .  .Then there exists ¨ g F M so that u y t¨ g F M . We can take0 kq1 0 ky1
 .  .¨ g F M so that u y t¨ y t¨ g F M . Hence by induction, we can1 k 0 1 ky2
take ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ g F so that0 1 j kq1
u y t ¨ q ¨ q ??? q¨ g F M s tF M . .  .  .0 1 j y1 0
 .It follows that 5.1 is surjective.
 .  .Let us show the injectivity of 5.2 . Let u g M satisfy tu g F M . Wek1
 .  .may assume u g F M _ F M with some k G k q 2. Then we havek ky1 1
 .  .tu s 0 in gr M , which implies u s 0 in gr M . This contradicts theky1 k
 .assumption. The surjectivity of 5.2 can be proved in the same way as for
 .5.1 .
Now let us turn to the proof of the proposition. First note that the
 .bijectivity of 5.2 implies that the vertical chain map
t6 6 60 F M F M 0 .  .k q1 k1 1
6 6
5.3 .
t6 6 60 M M 0
is a quasi-isomorphism i.e. induces isomorphisms between the correspond-
.  .ing cohomology groups . In the same way, the bijectivity of 5.1 implies
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that the chain map
t6 6 6




0 F M rF M F M rF M 0 .  .  .  .k q1 k k k y11 0 1 0
 .  .is also a quasi-isomorphism. Combining 5.3 and 5.4 , we get the result.
REMARK 5.3. The optimal k , k in Proposition 5.2 can be determined0 1
 .by b s defined in Theorem 4.7.
The following proposition provides a sufficient condition for the y1th
y1 v.cohomology group H M to vanish.X
 . w xPROPOSITION 5.4. Assume that there exists b s g K s and m g N so0
that
b t­ ­ m gr M s 0. .  . p0 t t 0
 .Assume, moreo¨er, b k / 0 for any k g Z. Then the homomorphism0
t: M ª M is injecti¨ e.p p
Proof. Since
t mb t­ ­ m s b t­ y m t­ t­ y 1 ??? t­ y m q 1 , 5.5 .  .  .  .  .0 t t 0 t t t t
 .  .we have only to show that t: gr M ª gr M is injective for 0 F k Fkq1 k
m y 1 taking into account the proof of Proposition 5.2. Assume that an
 .  .element ¨ of gr M satisfies t¨ s 0. There exists u g gr M such thatkq1 0
kq1¨ s ­ u. Then we havet
m myky1 kq10 s b t­ ­ us­ b t­ y m q k q 1 ­ u .  .0 t t t 0 t t
my ky1 kq1 myky1s ­ b ­ t y m q k ­ u s ­ b ym q k ¨ .  .t 0 t t t 0
kq1in view of t­ u s 0. Hence we havet
my ky1­ ¨ s t¨ s 0 5.6 .t
 .  .since b ym q k / 0. From 5.6 we get0
my ky1 myky2t , ­ ¨ s y m y k y 1 ­ ¨ s 0. .t t
Proceeding in the same way, we obtain ¨ s 0.
 .An algorithm to determine if there exists, and to find if any, such b s0
 .as in the preceding proposition is given as follows: Let b s, p be the
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 .b-function of M at p. In view of 5.5 , we may assume
s s y 1 ??? s y m q 1 b s y m s b s, p 5.7 .  .  .  .  .0
 .by choosing a minimal b s satisfying the assumption. There exists0
 . w x  .  .b s g K s which satisfies 5.7 and b k / 0 for any k g Z if and only0 0
 .if b s, p has 0, 1, . . . , m y 1 as simple roots and has no other integral
 .roots. If such is the case, we can determine if b s satisfies the condition0
of Proposition 5.4 by using the following two lemmas.
 . rLEMMA 5.5. Let N be a left A -submodule of A whose genera-nq1 nq1
 . rtors are gi¨ en explicitly. Suppose also that Q g A is gi¨ en. Then there isnq1
an algorithm to obtain a finite set of generators of the left ideal N: Q s P g
4A N PQ g N of A .nq1 nq1
 4Proof. Let Q , . . . , Q be a set of generators of N and put1 m
S Q, Q , . . . , Q .1 m
mq 1
[ U, U , . . . , U g A N UQ q U Q q ??? qU Q s 0 . .  . 41 m nq1 1 1 m m
Then by computing a Grobner basis of the left A -module generated byÈ nq1
 4  .Q, Q , . . . , Q , we get a set of generators U , . . . , U of S Q, Q , . . . , Q1 m 1 d 1 m
 w x.  .mq 1cf. 10, 40 . Let p : A ª A be the projection to the firstnq1 nq1
component. Then it is easy to see that N: Q is generated by
 .  .p U , . . . , p U .1 d
 . rLEMMA 5.6. Let N be the left A -submodule of A as abo¨e andnq1 nq1
 . w x   . 4let s N be the left A t, ­ -submodule generated by s P N P g N . ThenÃ Ãn t
 . m  .we ha¨e b t­ ­ gr M s 0 if and only if the ideal0 t t 0 p
r
ms N : b t­ ­ e .  . .ÃF t t i
is1
 . w x  .of A contains some a x g K x such that a p / 0.nq1
Now we shall give an algorithm to compute M . Let P be an element ofX
 . rF D . Then we can write P in the formÄm X
r m
kP s P t­ , x , ­ ­ e q R .  i k t t i
is1 ks0
w x  . runiquely with P g D t­ and R g F D . Then we putÄi k X t y1 X
r m
kr P , k [ P 0, x , ­ ­ e .  . 0 i k t i
is1 ksk0
for each integer k with 0 F k F m.0 0
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THEOREM 5.7. Assume that M is specializable along X and let k , k be0 1
as in Proposition 5.2. Redefine k to be 0 if k - 0. We ha¨e k s 0 and0 0 0
.k s m y 1 under the assumption of Proposition 5.4. Let G be a finite set of1
F-in¨olutory generators of N on X. Then we ha¨e an isomorphism
kr 1
kM , D ­ e N[ [X X t i X /is1 ksk0
of left D -modules, where N is the left D -module generated by a finite setX X X
G [ r ­ jP , k N P g G, j g N, k F j q ord P F k . . 4 .X t 0 0 F 1
 .In particular, we ha¨e M s 0 if b n , p / 0 for any n g N and p g X.X
 4Proof. Put G s P , . . . , P . By Proposition 5.2, we have an iso-1 d
morphism
M , F M r tF M q F M . .  .  . .X k k q1 k y11 1 0
Put
kr 1
k , k . k0 1D [ D ­ e .[ [ X t i
is1 ksk0
k 0 , k1.  .Define a D -homomorphism w : D ª F M byX k1
k kr r1 1
k kw P x , ­ ­ e s P x , ­ ­ u .  .   k t i k t i /is1 ksk is1 ksk0 0
 .for P x, ­ g D . We shall provek X
wy1 tF M q F M s N . .  . .k q1 k y1 X1 0
r k1  . k y1  .Assume P s   P x, ­ ­ e belongs to w tF M qis1 ksk k t i k q10 1
 ..  . r  . rF M . Then there exist B g F D , R g F D , andÄ Äk y1 k q1 X k y1 X0 1 0
 . rQ , . . . , Q g D so thatÄ1 d X
d
P y tB y R s Q P 5.8 . j j
js1
 .  .and ord Q P F k in view of Proposition 2.2. Put m [ ord P . WeF j j 1 j F j
may assume that Q are written in the formj
k ym1 j
kQ s Q t­ , x , ­ ­ q R .j jk t t j
ks0
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 . r w x  .with R g F D and Q g D t­ . Then from 5.8 we getÄj y1 X jk X t
P s r P , k .0
d
s r Q P , k j j 0 /js1
k ym1 jd
ks r Q t­ , x , ­ ­ P , k .  jk t t j 0 /js1 ks0
k ym1 jd
ks Q 0, x , ­ r ­ P , k . .  .  jk t j 0
js1 ks0
 k .Here note that r ­ P , k s 0 if k q m - k . Hence we have provedt j 0 j 0
y1  .  ..w tF M q F M ; N . The converse inclusion follows fromk q1 k y1 X1 0
 .  .  .w G ; tF M q F M . SinceX k q1 k y11 0
w Dk 0 , k1. q tF M q F M s F M , .  .  .  .k q1 k y1 k1 0 1
we are done.
In order to interpret the preceding theorem more concretely, let
u , . . . , u be the modulo classes of e , . . . , e in M. Then as is seen by the1 r 1 r
proof of the preceding theorem, M , D m M is generated byÄX X ª X D ÄX
 k .1 m ­ u with k F k F k and 1 F i F r as left D -module. Moreover,t i 0 1 X
for P g D , we havei k X
kr 1
kP 1 m ­ u s 0 .  i k t i
is1 ksk0
if and only if r k1 P e g N .is1 ksk ik i X0
Our next aim is to give an algorithm for computing the structure of the
y1 v. y1 v.kernel H M of t: M ª M as a left D -module. Note that H MX X X
w xhas a structure of left D t­ -module which is compatible with that of leftX t
D -module. For two integers k F k , putX 0 1
kr 1
rk , k .0 1Ä w xD [ D t­ S e ,[ [ X t k i
is1 ksk0
where S [ ­ k if k G 0, and S [ tyk if k - 0. Let P be a section ofk t k
 . rF D . Then we can write P uniquely in the formÄm X
r m
P s P t­ , x , ­ S e 5.9 .  .  i k t k i
is1 ksy`
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w xwith P g D t­ . Then we definei k X t
r m
t P , k [ P t­ , x , ­ S e . .  . 0 i k t k i
is1 ksk0
PROPOSITION 5.8. Let G be a finite set of F-in¨olutory generators of N on
X. Then, for any integers k F k , we ha¨e an isomorphism0 1
Äk 0 , k1. k 0 , k1.F M rF M , D rG .  .k k y11 0
w x k 0 , k1. w xof left D t­ -modules, where G is a left D t­ -module generated byX t X t
a finite set
Gk 0 , k1. [ t S P , k N P g G, j g Z, k F j q ord P F k . . 4 .j 0 0 F 1
Äk 0 , k1.  .Proof. Let us define a left D -homomorphism w : D ª F M byÄX k1
kr 1
w P [ P t­ , x , ­ S u .  .Ä   k t k i
is1 ksk0
Äk 0 , k1.  .for P g D of the form 5.9 with m s k , where u denotes the1 i
residue class of e in M. Then we have only to prove thati
wy1 F M s G k 0 , k1. . .Ä  .k y10
k 0 , k1. Äk 0 , k1. .  .It is easy to see that w G ; F M . Suppose that P g D ofÄ k y10
 .  .  .the form 5.9 with m s k satisfies w P g F M . Put G sÄ1 k y10
 4  . rP , . . . , P . Then there exist Q , . . . , Q g D and R g F D soÄ Ä1 d 1 d X k y1 X0
that
d
P s Q P q R 5.10 . j j
js1
 .  .  .and that ord Q P F ord P F k . Put m [ ord P . Then Q can beF j j F 1 j F j j
written in the form
k ym1 j
Q s Q t­ , x , ­ S q R 5.11 .  .j jk t k j
ksk ym0 j
 . r  .  .with R g F D . From 5.10 and 5.11 we getÄj k ym y1 X0 j
k ym1 jd
k , k .0 1P s t P , k s Q t­ , x , ­ t S P , k g G . .  .  . 0 jk t k j 0
js1 ksk ym0 j
This completes the proof.
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Äk 0q1 , k1q1 . Äk 0 , k1. w xLet x : D ª D be a left D t­ -module homomorphismX t
defined by
k kr r1 1
x P t­ , x , ­ S e s P t­ y 1, x , ­ T e .  .   i , kq1 t kq1 i i , kq1 t k i /is1 ksk is1 ksk0 0
with
S k F y1 .kT [k  t­ S k G 0 . .t k
THEOREM 5.9. Under the same assumptions as in Proposition 5.2, we ha¨e
an isomorphism
H y1 M v , xy1 G k 0 , k1. rG k 0q1 , k1q1 . .  .X
w x y1 k 0 , k1.. k 0q1 , k1q1 .as left D t­ -modules. Moreo¨er, x G rG is a coherentX t
left D -module.X
y1 k 0 , k1.. w xProof. First note that x G is a left D t­ -module since weX t
Äk 0q1 , k1q1 . .  .  .have x t­ P s t­ y 1 x P for P g D . Lett t
k q1, k q1. k q1, k q1. k , k . k , k .0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1Ä Äx : D rG ª D rG
be the homomorphism induced by x . Then x represents the homo-
morphism
t : F M rF M ª F M rF M .  .  .  .k q1 k k k y11 0 1 0
via the isomorphism of Proposition 5.8 since
k kr r1 1
t P t­ , x , ­ S e s P t­ y 1, x , ­ tS e .  .   i , kq1 t kq1 i i , kq1 t kq1 i
is1 ksk is1 ksk0 0
and tS s T . This implies the first assertion of the theorem.kq1 k
The coherency of xy1 G k 0 , k1.rG k 0 , k1. over D follows from theX
 w x.existence of the b-function cf. 24 . See the proof of Theorem 5.11
below for an algorithmic proof of this fact.
y1 v.A presentation of H M as a left coherent D -module can beX X
obtained by the following algorithm. Put
kr 1
k , k .0 1 w xA [ A t­ S e .[ [ n t k i
is1 ksk0
k 0 , k1. w xWe regard A as a free left A t­ -module of rank k y k q 1.n t 1 0
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 . rALGORITHM 5.10. Input: a finite set G ; A of F-involutory gen-nq1
erators of N on X, and integers k , k satisfying the assumption of0 1
Proposition 5.2.
 . w x1 Let N be the left A t­ , z -submodule of1 n t
kr 1
k , k .0 1 w x w xA z [ A t­ , z S e[ [ n t k i
is1 ksk0
which is generated by
kr 1
k , k .0 1 41 y z T e j zP N P g G 4 .D D k i
is1 ksk0
with an indeterminate z.
 .2 Let G be a Grobner basis of N with respect to a well-order $È1 1 z
 4  .on L = 1, . . . , r for eliminating z, i.e., satisfying m, n , a , b , i $z
 .  .  4m9, n 9, a 9, b9, j whenever m - m9; here m, n , a , b , i g L = 1, . . . , r
corresponds to the monomial z msn x a ­ be with s s t­ .i t
 . k 0 , k1.3 Each element P of G l A can be written uniquely in the1
form
kr 1
P s Q t­ T e .  i k t k i
is1 ksk0
 . w x y1 . k 0q1 , k1q1 .with Q t­ g A t­ . Then we define x P g A byi k t n t
kr 1
y1x P [ Q t­ q 1 S e . .  .  i k t kq1 i
is1 ksk0
Put
G [ xy1 P N P g G l Ak 0 , k1. . . 42 1
w x y1 k 0 , k1..Then G generates the left D t­ -module x G .2 X t
 .  4 k 0q1 , k1q1 .  44 Suppose G s P , . . . , P and G s P , . . . , P and2 1 d dq1 l
put
l
lw xS [ Q , . . . , Q g A t­ Q P s 0 . . 1 l n t j j 5
js1
Compute a set of generators G of S by means of a Grobner basis. LetÈ3
w xl w xdp : A t­ ª A t­ be the projection to the first d components. Thend n t n t
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we have an isomorphism
dy1 k , k . k q1, k q1.0 1 0 1 w x w xx G rG , D t­ r D t­ m p S .  . .X t X t A w t­ x dn t
w x w x  .  .of left D t­ -modules and D t­ m p S is generated by p G .X t X t A w t­ x d d 3n t
 .   .  .  .4 y15 Put G [ P y1 N P t­ g p G and let N be the left4 t d 3 X
D -module generated by G . Then we have an isomorphismX 4
xy1 G k 0 , k1. rG k 0q1 , k1q1 . , D drN y1 . X X
of left D -modules.X
THEOREM 5.11. The statements in the abo¨e algorithm are correct if M is
specializable along X at each point of X.
 .  . k 0 , k1.Proof. In steps 1 and 2 , G l A is a set of generators of1
the intersection of the left module generated by Gk 0 , k1. and the left
module generated by T e with 1 F i F r and k F k F k . In fact, thek i 0 1
argument for the intersection of two ideals of a polynomial ring cf.
w x. k 0 , k1.9, 2, 10 applies without modification. Hence G l A generates1
Äk 0q1 , k1q1 . k 0 , k1. y1 k 0 , k1. .  .x D l G . This implies that G generates x G2
 .  .since x is injective. This proves the correctness of the step 3 . The step 4
is easy to verify.
 .Now let us verify the step 5 . Since we have
t­ q 1 xy1 G k 0 , k1. rG k 0q1 , k1q1 . , ­ t H y1 M v s 0, .  .  . .t t X
the homomorphism
d dw xr : D t­ ª Dy1 X t X
  ..  .defined by r P t­ s P y1 induces an isomorphismy1 t
,d d y16w x w xD t­ r D t­ m p S D rN . .X t X t A w t­ x d X Xn t
of left D -modules. This completes the proof.X
In particular, we have proved in an algorithmic and constructive way
j v.  .that H M j s 0, y1 are coherent D -modules if M is specializableX X
along X.
The following is a rather simple example for illustrating how the
algorithms proceed.
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3 Ä 4EXAMPLE 5.12. Let N be a left ideal of D with X [ K and X s KÄX
generated by
P [ x ­ q x ­ y a ,1 2 2 3 3 1
P [ t­ q x ­ y a ,2 t 2 2 2
P [ x ­ q x ­ y a ,3 1 1 3 3 3
P [ ­ ­ y ­ ­ ,4 t 3 1 2
and put M [ D rN, where a , a , a are regarded as parameters withÄX 1 2 3
values in K. In fact, this is a rather simple case of the A-hypergeometric
w x D-module defined by Gelfand et al. 13 . The following computation and
.the other examples as well has been performed by using a computer
w xalgebra system Kan 43 .
 4We get G [ P , P , P , P , P with1 2 3 4 5
P [ yx ­ 2 q a y a y 1 ­ q t­ ­ .5 3 3 1 2 3 1 2
as a set of F-involutory generators of N by computing an FW-GrobnerÈ
w xbasis in the Weyl algebra. The ideal J of O s of Proposition 4.2 in thisX
case is generated by a single element s2 q a s y a s. Hence the b-1 2
 4  .function along the hyperplane X s t s 0 is s s q a y a at any point1 2
of X and for any values of parameters a , a , a . Actually, we can find by1 2 3
w x 2  .an algorithm given in 33 that t­ q a y a q 1 ­ y x ­ ­ is a sec-t 1 2 t 3 1 2
tion of N on X, and the indicial polynomial of this Fuchsian operator with
respect to t is the same as the above b-function.
Under the condition that a y a is not a nonzero integer, we can take1 2
k s k s 0 in Theorems 5.7 and 5.9. By Theorem 5.7, we have M s0 1 X
D rN with the left ideal N of D generated by P , x ­ y a , P ,X X X X 1 2 2 2 3
2  .yx ­ q a y a y 1 ­ . Actually, N is generated by3 3 1 2 3 X
x ­ q a y a y a , x ­ y a , x ­ y a q a .1 1 1 2 3 2 2 2 3 3 1 2
 .  .Roughly speaking we assume K ; C , this means that if u t, x is a
multi-valued analytic function which is holomorphic in t and satisfies
 . ya1qa 2qa 3 a2 a1ya 2P u s 0 for i s 1, 2, 3, 4, then we have u 0, x s cx x x withi 1 2 3
some c g C.
From the F-involutory generators P , . . . , P , we know that in Proposi-1 5
0, 0. w xtion 5.8, G is the left ideal of D s with s s t­ generated byX t
x ­ q x ­ y a , s q x ­ y a , x ­ q x ­ y a ,2 2 3 3 1 2 2 2 1 1 3 3 3
s­ , yx ­ 2 q a y a y 1 ­ , .3 3 3 1 2 3
1, 1. w x w xwhile G is the left D s -submodule of D s ­ generated byX X t
x ­ q x ­ y a ­ , s q x ­ y a q 1 ­ , .  .2 2 3 3 1 t 2 2 2 t
x ­ q x ­ y a ­ , ­ ­ . .1 1 3 3 3 t 3 t
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By executing Algorithm 5.10, we conclude that
H y1 M v s xy1 G 0, 0. rG 1, 1. s 0 .  .X
on X as long as a y a is not a nonzero integer. Actually, we can perform1 2
the Grobner basis computation for this example with the field of rationalÈ
 .functions Q a , a , a as the coefficient field; afterward we can detect the1 2 3
exceptional values of a , a , a for which the output may fail to be correct1 2 3
 w x.cf. 34 . In this case, we can verify that there are no exceptional values.
Hence we have only to take into account the condition on the integral
w x w xroots of the b-function. See 37 and 36 for the theoretical determination
of the b-function and restrictions of some classes of A-hypergeometric
D-modules.
6. ALGEBRAIC LOCAL COHOMOLOGY GROUPS
n ÄIn this section, let X be a Zariski open set of K and put X [ K = X.
 4 nq1We identify X with the subset 0 = X of K as in the preceding
sections. In the sequel we consider a D -module M instead of a D -ÄX X
 . r  . rmodule. Let N be a left A -submodule of A and put M [ A rNn n n
 . rand M [ D m M. Then we have M s D rN with N [ D N.X A X Xn
 . w x Let f s f x g K x be a nonconstant polynomial and put Y [ x g
 . 4 j  .X N f x s 0 . Then the algebraic local cohomology group H M has awY x
w x.structure of left D -module and vanishes for j / 0, 1 17 . Our purpose isX
j  .to give an algorithm of computing H M as a left D -module. InwY x X
general, for an O -module F, putX
G F [ u g F N f k u s 0 for some k g N . 4 .wY x
j  .Then H F is defined as the j-th derived functor of G .wY x wY x
 .  . 4Put Z [ t, x g K = X N t y f x s 0 . Let J be a left ideal of D ÄZ X
 .  .  .generated by t y f x , ­ q ­ fr­ x ­ , . . . , ­ q ­ fr­ x ­ , and put1 1 t n n t
 .B [ D rJ . We denote by d t y f the residue class of 1 g D in B .Ä Äw Z x X Z X w Z x
w y1 x s sPut L [ O f , s f , where f is regarded as a free generator. ThenX
w xL has a natural structure of left D s -module. As was observed byX
w xMalgrange 26 , L has a structure of left D -module so thatÄX
t g s f s s g s q 1 f sq1 , ­ g s f s s ysg s y 1 f sy1 6.1 .  .  .  .  . .  .t
 . w y1 xfor g s g O f , s . This implies that there exists an injective homomor-X
<   .. s w x.phism i: B ª L of left D -modules such that i d t y f s f 26 .ÄXw Z x X
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 .v  .w xLEMMA 6.1. We ha¨e an isomorphism B , RG O 1 in thew Z x X wY x X
deri¨ ed category of left D -modules, where RG denotes the right deri¨ edX wY x
w x w x.functor of G , and 1 the translation functor 15 .wY x
w xProof. In view of Theorem 1.2 of 17 , we have
L
v
B , D B . Ä mDw Z x X ª X w Z xÄXX
L
w x, D RG O 1 .Ä ÄmDX ª X w Z x XÄX
L
w x, RG D O 1Ä ÄmDw Z x X ª X XÄ /X
w x, RG O 1 . .wY x X
ÄNow let p : X ª X be the projection. Then the tensor product
B m y1 py1M has a structure of sheaves of left D -modules. Let pÄw Z x p O X 1X Ä Äand p be the projections of X = X to X and to X respectively defined2
 .  .  .by p t, x, y s t, x and p t, x, y s y for t g K and x, y g X. Put1 2
ÄD [ t , x , y g X = X N x s y . 4
and
D [ D r x y y D q ??? q x y y D . .  . .Ä Ä Ä ÄD ª X=X X=X 1 1 X=X n n X=X
LEMMA 6.2. Let F be a left D -module. Then we ha¨eÄX
L L
y1 Ãy1F p M , D F m M .Äm mp O DD ª X=X ÄX X=X
with
Ã y1 y1y1 y1F m M [ D m p F m p M . .ÄX= X p D mp D 1 K 2Ä1 X 2 X
w xProof. In the same way as the proof of Proposition 4.7 of 17 , we have
L L
Ã ÃD F m M s O F m M .  .Ä m mD OD ª X=X DÄ ÄX= X X=X
L
y1 y1y1 y1s O p F m p M .mp O m p OD 1 K 2Ä1 K 2X X
L
y1y1s F p M .m p OX
The last equality follows from
y1 y1  :O , p O m p O r x y y , . . . , x y y .ÄD 1 X K 2 X 1 1 n n
This completes the proof.
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py1 OX  y1 .LEMMA 6.3. The i-th torsion group T o r B , p M ¨anishes forw Z xi
i / 0.
Proof. By definition, we have
Ã­r­ x y f x ­ d t y f m u s 0 in B m M .  . . .i i t w Z x
Ãfor any section u of M. Hence D is noncharacteristic for B m M. Thisw Z x
 w x.implies the assertion of the lemma cf. 19 .
THEOREM 6.4. We ha¨e isomorphisms
v
j y1 jq1
y1H B m p M , H M . .w Z x p O wY x /X X
of left D -modules for j s y1, 0.X
Proof. We have by Lemma 6.1
L L
vy1 y1y1y1B m p M , D B p MÄ m m . D p Ow Z x p O X ª X w Z xÄ  /X XX X
L L
y1y1, D B p MÄ m mD p OX ª X w Z xÄ /X X
L
w x, RG O 1 M . mOwY x X X
w x, RG M 1 . .wY x
More elementary and concrete proof of this theorem is possible cf.
. y1y1Remark 6.12 below . In what follows, we shall denote F m p M byp OX
F m M for a D -module F. In view of Theorems 5.7, 5.9, 5.11 and 6.3,ÄO XX
we obtain an algorithm for computing the algebraic local cohomology
j  .groups H M for j s 0, 1 if there is an algorithm for computingwY x
B m M as a left D -module. In fact, this tensor product can beÄw Z x O XX
computed as follows:
ÃLEMMA 6.5. Let J be as abo¨e. Then we ha¨e an isomorphism B mZ w Z x
r Ã r Ã .  .M , D rN with N [ J m D q D m N.Ä ÄX=X Z Z Z X X
Proof. It suffices to show
py1 B m py1M s py1 D m py1 D rN X .Ä1 w Z x K 2 1 X K 2 X Z
with
rX y1 y1 y1 y1N [ p J m p D q p D m p N . . ÄZ 1 Z K 2 X 1 X k 2
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In fact we have
ry1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1p B m p M s p B m p D r p B m p N .  . /1 w Z x K 2 1 w Z x K 2 X 1 w Z x k 2
r ry1 y1 y1 y1p D m p D r p J m p D .  . .  .Ä1 X K 2 X 1 Z K 2 Xs y1 y1 y1 y1p D m p N r p J m p N . .Ä1 X K 2 1 Z K 2
r Xy1 y1s p D m p D rN . . .Ä1 X K 2 X Z
This completes the proof.
For i s 1, . . . , n, put
ÄD [ t , x , y g X = X N x s y for j s 1, . . . , i . . 5i j j
Then we have
ÃB m M , ??? B m M ??? /w Z x O w Z x / /DX D1 D2 n
Ãby virtue of Lemma 6.2. Since D is noncharacteristic for B m M in viewi w Z x
of the proof of Lemma 6.3, we can compute B m M by applyingw Z x OX
Theorem 5.7 repeatedly with k s k s 0.0 1
LEMMA 6.6. If M is holonomic, then B m M is specializablew Z x OX
along X.
Proof. First, B m M is holonomic as the restriction of the holo-w Z x OX
Ã  w x.nomic system B m M to D cf. 17 . Hence B m M is specializablew Z x w Z x OX
 w x.along X by a theorem of Kashiwara-Kawai cf. 21 .
j  .  .Thus we have obtained an algorithm for computing H M j s 0, 1wY x
by applying Theorem 5.7 and Algorithm 5.10 to B m M under thew Z x OX
condition that B m M is specializable along X. In particular, we havew Z x OX
proved the following statement effectively:
j  .COROLLARY 6.7. If B m M is specializable along X, then H Mw Z x O w Z xX
 .j s 0, 1 are coherent left D -modules.X
1  . 1  .Let us describe H M more concretely. First note that H M ,wY x wY x
w y1 x w y1 x w y1 xM f rM with M f [ O f m M. By applying Theorem 5.7 toX OX
w y1 xB m M , we know that M f rM is generated by the modulo classesw Z x OX
w yk x  w y1 x .¨ [ f m u in O f m M rM with k F k F k and 1 F i F r,i k i O 0 1X
and the relations among the generators k! ¨ are given by N of Theoremi k X
w y1 x5.7. Actually, ¨ with 1 F i F r generate M f rM and the relationsi k1
among these generators can be obtained by eliminating ¨ with k - k .i k 1
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Our next aim is to give an algorithm of computing the b-function for a
w x w xpolynomial f and a section u of M. Put M s [ K s m M. Then weK
have
w x w xL m M s s L m O s m M s L m M . .O w s x O w s x X O OX X X X
w xNote that an arbitrary element of L m M s can be expressed in theO w s xXsym w xform f m u with some m g N and u g M s .
w xLEMMA 6.8. Let u be a section of M s and let m be a nonnegati¨ e
sym w x kinteger. Then we ha¨e f m u s 0 in L m M s if and only if f u s 0O w s xXw xholds in M s with some k g N.
w y1 xProof. Since L is a free O s, f -module of rank one, we haveX
sym w x w y1 xf m u s 0 in L m M s if and only if 1 m u s 0 in M s, f [O w s xX
w y1 x w x k w xO s, f m M s . Assume f u s 0 in M s . Then we have 1 m u sX O w s xX
yk  k . w y1 xf m f u s 0 in M s, f . Letting s be a commutative variable
w xindependent of s and x, define an O s -homomorphismX
y1w xw : O s, s ª O s, fX X
  ..  y1 . w xby w h s, s s h s, f for h g O s, s . Let K be the kernel of w.X
Then we have an exact sequence
wm1 y16 6 6w x w x w xK m M s O s, s m M s M s, f 0.O w s x O w s xX X
w y1 xNow assume 1 m u s 0 in M s, f . Then in view of the exact sequence
 . di j  w x. w xabove, there exist k s s  k s g K k g O s and u g M s soi js0 i j i j X i
that
l
1 m u s k s m u . i i
is1
w x w x w xin O s, s m M. Since O s, s is a free O s -module, this impliesX O w s x X XX
l u j s 0 .
k u s i j i  0 j / 0 .is1
w x  4  .in M s . Put k [ max d , . . . , d . Since k s g K, we have1 l i
di
ky j k y1f k s f k f s 0 . i j i
js0
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w y1 xin O s, f . Thus we getX
dk l l i
k kyj kyjf u s f k u s f k u s 0   i j i i j i /js0 is1 is1 js0
w xin M s . This completes the proof.
w xLet u be a section of M and P a section of D s . Then the identityX
 s .P f u s 0 means by definition that there exists m g N so that Q [
my s s w x w x  w x.f Pf is contained in D s and that Qu s 0 holds in M s cf. 17 .X
w x  s .LEMMA 6.9. For u g M and P g D s , we ha¨e P f u s 0 if and onlyX
 s .if P f m u s 0 in L m M.OX
Proof. For i s 1, . . . , n, we have
­ f s m u s f sy1 m sf q f­ u s f sy1 m f 1ys ­ f s u .  .  .i i i i
with f [ ­ fr­ x . Thus by induction on the order of P, we can prove thati i
P f s m u s f sym m f my sPf s u , .  .
where m denotes the order of P. By virtue of the preceding lemma, we
 s .  kqmys s. w xhave P f m u s 0 if and only if f Pf u s 0 in M s with some
s .k g N, which is equivalent to P f u s 0.
0  .LEMMA 6.10. H M s 0 if and only if f : B m M ª B m MwY x w Z x O w Z x OX X
is injecti¨ e.
0  .Proof. By Theorem 6.4, H M s 0 if and only if t: B m M ªwY x w Z x OX
B m M is injective. For any ¨ g B m M , there exists m g N sow Z x O w Z x OX X
 .m mthat t y f ¨ s 0. Hence if t¨ s 0, we get f ¨ s 0. Conversely, f¨ s 0
implies t m¨ s 0. Hence t: B m M ª B m M is injective if andw Z x O w Z x OX X
only if so is f : B m M ª B m M.w Z x O w Z x OX X
LEMMA 6.11. Let p be a point of Y. Then any germ ¨ of B m M at pw Z x OX
is uniquely written in the form
k
i¨ s ­ d t y f m u 6.2 .  . t i
is0
with u g M and k g N.i p
i  . i  . iy1 Proof. By using the formula t­ d t y f s f­ d t y f y i­ d t yt t t
. i  .  .f , we know that B is generated by ­ d t y f i g N over O . Thus ¨w Z x t X
 .can be written in the form 6.2 . In order to prove the uniqueness, it
 .  . i suffices to note that B is a free O -module generated by ­ d t yw Z x p X p t
.f with i g N. This fact follows from the isomorphisms
y11B , H O , O t y f rO .  .Ä Äw Z x w Z x X X X
since Z is a smooth hypersurface. This completes the proof.
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 .REMARK 6.12. In terms of the expression 6.2 , the homomorphism
t: B m M ª B m M is given byw Z x O w Z x OX X
` `
i it ­ d t y f m u s ­ d t y f m fu y i q 1 u . .  .  . . t i t i iq1 /
is0 is0
This yields a more concrete proof of Theorem 6.4; to work it out is left to
the reader.
PROPOSITION 6.13. The homomorphism
i m 1: B m M ª L m Mw Z x O OX X
0  .is injecti¨ e if and only if H M s 0.wY x
 .Proof. Let ¨ be a germ of B m M at p g Y given by 6.2 . Thenw Z x OX
 .by using 6.1 we obtain
k
i syii m 1 ¨ s y1 s s y 1 ??? s y i q 1 f m u .  .  .  .  . i
is0
k
isyk kyis f m y1 s s y 1 ??? s y i q 1 f u . .  .  . i /
is0
0  .  . .Now assume H M s 0 and i m 1 ¨ s 0. Then by Lemma 6.8 therewY x
exists m g N so that
k
i mqkyi w xy1 s s y 1 ??? s y i q 1 f u s 0 in M s . 6.3 .  .  .  . i
is0
 . mq kyiSince u g M , 6.3 is equivalent to f u s 0 for each i s 0, . . . , k.i i
This implies u s 0 since f : M ª M is injective by the assumption. Thusi
i m 1 is injective.
0  .Conversely, assume H M / 0 with some p g Y. Then therewY x p
exists u g M and k g N such that u / 0 and f k u s 0. Then we havep
 .  .  . .d t y f m u / 0 in view of Lemma 6.11 while i m 1 d t y f m u s
sf m u s 0. This completes the proof.
THEOREM 6.14. Assume r s 1 and let u g M be the residue class of
 .1 g D . Let b s be the b-function of B m M along X with respect toX X w Z x OX
  .  . .4  .the filtration F D d t y f m u and let b s be the b-function for fÄk X k g Z
 .and u defined by 1.1 , both at a point p of Y. Then we ha¨e the following:
 .  .  .1 b s di¨ ides b ys y 1 ;X
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 . 0  .  .  .2 If H M s 0, then we ha¨e b s s "b ys y 1 ;wY x p X
 .  .3 A nonzero b-function b s for f and u exists at p g X if and only if
B m M is specializable along X at p.w Z x OX
 .  .Proof. 1 By definition, there exists P g F D so thatÄy1 X p
b t­ y P d t y f m u s 0 in B m M . .  . . .X t w Z x OX
Writing P in a finite sum
`
y1 kP s a t , x P t­ t .  . k t
ks1
 . w x  . w x  .with P t­ g D t­ and a t, x g K t, x such that a p / 0, putk t X t
`
y1 ky1Q [ a t , x P ys y 1 f . .  . k
ks1
 .In view of 6.1 , we get
b ys y 1 y Qf f s m u .  . .X
s i m 1 b t­ y P d t y f m u s 0. .  .  . . . .X t
 .This implies 1 .
 . 0  .  . w x2 Now assume H M s 0. There exists Q s g D s so thatwY x p
  .  . . s .b s y Q s f f m u s 0. It follows
i m 1 b y­ t y Q y­ t t d t y f m u .  .  .  . . . .t t
s b s y Q s f f s m u s 0. .  .  . .
 .  .  .Since i m 1 is injective and Q y­ t t g F D , this proves that b sÄt y1 X X
 .divides b ys y 1 .
 .  .3 Assume that there exists a nonzero b-function b s for f and uX
0  .at p. Let u be the residue class of u in M 9 [ MrH M . Then M 9wY x
 .  .satisfies the condition of 2 , and the b-function for f and u divides b s ,X
hence is nonzero. Thus we know that B m M 9 is specializable alongw Z x OX
 . X at p by applying 2 to M 9. Since B is O -flat cf. the proof ofw Z x X
.Lemma 6.11 , we get an exact sequence
0 ª gr B m H 0 M ªgr B m M .  . .0 w Z x O wY x 0 w Z x OX X
ª gr B m M 9 ª 0. .0 w Z x OX
m m It is easy to see that there exists some m g N so that ­ t gr B mt 0 w Z x OX0  ..H M s 0. It follows that B m M is specializable along X. ThiswY x w Z x OX
completes the proof.
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REMARK 6.15. In general case r G 1, let us assume that u is given by
u s P u q ??? qP u with P g A given explicitly. Then we obtain an1 1 r r i n
algorithm to compute D u by means of Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6 based on theX
 .fact that Pu s 0 holds if and only if PP , . . . , PP g N.1 r
Thus we have obtained an algorithm for computing the b-function for f
0  .and u g M under the assumption H D u s 0, which can be deter-wY x X
mined by Algorithm 5.10. Note that we do not need this assumption for
deciding whether a nonzero b-function exists. This generalizes an algo-
w xrithm of computing the Bernstein-Sato polynomial given in 33 .
1  . y1EXAMPLE 6.16. Put M [ H O and let u be the residue class of fwY x X
w y1 xin M s O f rO . Let p be a point of Y. Then the b-function for f andX X
u at p is 1 since fu s 0 in M. On the other hand, the b-function of
 .B m M along X at p is b s s s q 1. In fact, sincew Z x O XX
t d t y f m u s d t y f m fu s 0, .  .  . .
 .  .we know that b s divides s q 1. If b s s 1, then we should haveX X
v0 y1M s H M , H B m M s 0 .  . /wY x w Z x OX X
by virtue of Proposition 5.2 and Theorem 6.4, which is a contradiction.
3  .EXAMPLE 6.17. Put X s K 2 x, y, z and write ­ [ ­r­ x, ­ [x y
3 2 2 ­r­ y, ­ [ ­r­ z. The Bernstein-Sato polynomial for f [ x y y z i.e.z
.the b-function for f and 1 g O isX
2 25 7 4 5b s s s q 1 s q s q s q s q .  .  .  .  .  .f 6 6 3 3
 .at 0, 0, 0 ;
5 7b s s s q 1 s q s q .  .  .  .f 6 6
 . 4  .4  .  . 3on x, y, z N x s yz s 0 _ 0, 0, 0 ; b s s s q 1 on x, y, z N x yf
2 2 4  .  . 3 2 2 4y z s 0, x / 0 ; and b s s 1 on x, y, z N x y y z / 0 . This compu-f
tation is based on Propositions 4.5 and 4.6. In practice, we have used a
primary decomposition program of RisarAsir which is based on the
w xalgorithm of 39 as well as Kan for the computation in the Weyl algebra.
w x sq1  . sWe can also find an operator P g D s which satisfies Pf s b s f atX f
 .  .0, 0, 0 in the form P s 1r279936 P with0
P s 72 z 2 108 s2 q 252 s q 145 ­ 3­ 2 .0 x z
q 243 z 108 s2 q 252 s q 145 ­ 2­ 3 . y z
q 72 z 144 s3 q 900 s2 q 1508 s q 755 ­ 3­ . x z
y 972 s q 1 72 s2 q 144 s q 65 ­ 2­ 2 .  . y z
q 8 1296 s4 q 7776 s3 q 18072 s2 q 18576 s q 6985 ­ 3 . x
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w x 1  .by Algorithm 5.4 of 33 . On the other hand, we have H O s D rIwY x X X
 . 3 2 2 4with Y [ x, y, z N x y y z s 0 , where I is a left ideal of D gener-X
ated by
3 2 2 2 x­ q 3 y­ q 6,x y z y , x y yy­ q z­ ,y z2 2 2 22 z y­ q 3 x ­ , 2 zy ­ q 3 x ­ ,x y x z 3 3 2x ­ y z y­ y 2 z y ,y z3 2 4 2 3 23 2 2 2 x ­ y z ­ y 4 z ­ y 2 z .2 z ­ ­ q 3 x ­ q 2 z ­ , y z zz x y x
 . j  .It is also possible in generic cases to compute H M for algebraic setwY x
 .  .Y of codimension greater than one. For example, let f x , f x be two1 2
polynomials and put
Y [ x g X N f x s 0 i s 1, 2 , 4 .  .i i
Y [ Y l Y .1 2
j  .Assume that H M s 0 for j / j . Then we can computewY x 01
H j M s H jy j0 H j0 M .  . .wY x wY x wY x2 1
explicitly by applying the above method first to f and M , then to f and1 2
j0  .H M .wY x1
EXAMPLE 6.18. Put X s K 3, f [ x 2 y y3, f [ y2 y z 3, and consider1 2
 .  .  . 4the space curve Y [ x, y, z g X N f x, y, z s f x, y, z s 0 . Then we1 2
j  .have H O s 0 for j / 2 andwY x X
H 2 O , D rI , .wY x X X
where I is the left ideal of D generated by f , f andX 1 2
9 x­ q 6 y­ q 4 z­ q 30, 9 y2 z 2­ q 6 xz2­ q 4 xy­ .x y z x y z
y1 1  . w y1 xLet u be the residue class of f in H O s O f rO withj j wY x X X j Xj
 .  . 4Y [ x, y, z N f x, y, z s 0 . Then the b-function for f and u isj j 2 1
1 5 7 5 11 7s q 1 s q s q s q s q s q s q .  .  .  .  .  .  .12 12 12 6 12 6
 .  .4at 0, 0, 0 , and s q 1 on Y _ 0, 0, 0 . The b-function for f and u is1 2
7 11 13 5 17s q 1 s q s q s q s q s q .  .  .  .  .  .18 18 18 6 18
19 7 23= s q s q s q .  .  .18 6 18
 .  .4at 0, 0, 0 , and s q 1 on Y _ 0, 0, 0 .
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7. LOCALIZATION OF A D-MODULE
We retain the notation of the preceding section. Our primary goal in
this section is to obtain an algorithm for computing the localization
w y1 x w y1 xM f [ O f m M as a left D -module under the assumptionX O XX0  .H M s 0. For this purpose, we shall first computewY x
w x s w x sP [ D s f m u q ??? qD s f m u , .  .X 1 X r
w xwhich is a left D s -submodule of L m M , and then specialize theX OX
parameter s.
0  .PROPOSITION 7.1. Assume H M s 0. Then there is an algorithm towY x
w xcompute a set of generators on X of the left D s -moduleX
r
r sw xQ [ Q , . . . , Q g D s Q s f m u s 0 . .  .  . . 1 r X i i 5
is1
Proof. By using Lemmas 6.2, 6.5 and Theorem 5.7 with k s k s 0, we0 1
get an algorithm of computing
B m M s D d t y f m u q ??? qD d t y f m u .  . .  .Ä Äw Z x O X 1 X rX
Äas a left D -module. More concretely we can get a finite subset G sÄX
 4  . rP , . . . , P of A which generates the left D -moduleÄ1 d nq1 X
r
rÄQ [ Q , . . . , Q g D Q d t y f m u s 0 . .  . .  .Ä 1 r X i i 5
is1
 .By making use of the injectivity of i m 1 Proposition 6.13 and the
 .relations 6.1 , we get
r Äw xQ s Q s , . . . , Q s g D s Q y­ t , . . . , Q y­ t g Q .  .  .  . .  . . 51 r X 1 t r t
r Äw x, D t­ l Q . .X t
Ä ÄNow that we have a set of generators G of Q, we can obtain a set of
generators of Q as follows: Let x and y be new commutative variables0 0
independent of t, x and their derivations. For each i s 1, . . . , d, let
 .h  w x. rP g A x be the F-homogenization of P . Let G be a GrobnerÈi nq1 0 i
 .basis with respect to a term order for eliminating x and y of the left0 0
w x  w x. r  .hA x , y -submodule of A x , y which is generated by Pnq1 0 0 nq1 0 0 j
 .  .  .j s 1, . . . , d and 1 y x y e i s 1, . . . , r . Put G [ G l0 0 i 0
r r Ä w x.  w x.  .A x , y . Then Q s D t­ l Q is generated by c G with thenq1 0 0 X t 0
substitution s s yt­ y 1. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 18 oft
w x34 , where the case with r s 1 is treated.
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Now let us fix an arbitrary element s of K and consider the specializa-0
 . w y1 x s0 s0tion s s s of the parameter s. Let L s [ O f f , where f is0 0 X
 .regarded as a free generator. Let r : L ª L s be the surjective homo-0
  . sym.  . s0ymmorphism of left D -modules defined by r g s, x f s g s , x fX 0
 . w y1 xfor g s, x g O s, f and m g N. Then it is easy to see that r inducesX
 .  .an isomorphism L s , Lr s y s L as left D -modules.0 0 X
Since the proof of Lemma 6.8 is also valid with s specialized to an
element of K, we get the following:
LEMMA 7.2. Let u be a section of M and let m be a nonnegati¨ e integer.
s0ym  .Fix s g K. Then we ha¨e f m u s 0 in L s m M if and only if0 0 OX
f k u s 0 holds in M with some k g N.
Consider the homomorphism
w xr m 1: L m M s s L m M ª L s m M .O w s x O 0 OX X X
 .  . .and put P s [ r m 1 P . Our aim is to obtain an algorithm of0
 .  .computing P s . Since s y s P is contained in the kernel of r m 1,0 0
 .  .there exists a surjective homomorphism Pr s y s P ª P s induced0 0
by r m 1. A sufficient condition for this homomorphism to be an isomor-
 w x .phism is given as follows cf. Proposition 6.2 of 16 for the case M s O .X
 .PROPOSITION 7.3. Assume that the b-function b s, p for f and u ati i
 .p g X exists for i s 1, . . . , r. Assume, moreo¨er, that b s y n / 0 for anyi 0
i s 1, . . . , r, n s 1, 2, 3, . . . , and p g Y. Then the homomorphism Pr s y
.  .s P ª P s is a left D -module isomorphism. In particular, we ha¨e an0 0 X
 .  . r  .  .   .  . 4isomorphism P s , D rQ s with Q s [ Q s N Q s g Q .0 X 0 0 0
r  . s .Proof. Let p be an arbitrary point of X and u [  P s f m uÄ is1 i i
 . w xbe an arbitrary element of P with P s g D s . Let m be the maximumi X p
 .  . w xof the order of each P s . Then there exists a germ ¨ s g M s so thati p
sym  .  . .  . w xu s f m ¨ s . Suppose r m 1 u s 0. Then there exist w s g M sÄ Ä p
k  .  .  .and k g N so that f ¨ s s s y s w s in view of Lemma 7.2. Thus we0
have
u s s y s f symyk m w s . 7.1 .  .  .Ä 0
 .  . w x  . r  .There exist W s , . . . , W s g D s so that w s s  W s u . Let l1 r X p is1 i i
 .be the maximum of the order of each W s . Then, by induction on l, wei
X . w xcan easily verify that there exists W s g D s of order F l so thati X p
symyk  . X . symykyl .  .f m W s u s W s f m u . Thus 7.1 readsi i i i
r
X symykylu s s y s W s f m u . .  .Ä  .0 i i
is1
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 . w x  . sq1 .  . sThere exists Q s g D s so that Q s f m u s b s, p f m u .i X p i i i i
Hence we have
Q s y 1 ??? Q s y m y k y l f s m u .  .  .i i i
s b s y 1, p ??? b s y m y k y l , p f symykyl m u . .  .  .i i i
 . X . w xSince b s y n , p / 0 for n s 1, 2, 3, . . . , there exist Q s g D s andi 0 i X p
 . w xB s g K s so that
B s f symykyl m u s QX s f s m u i s 1, . . . , r .  .  . .i i i
 .with B s / 0. Summing up, we get0
r
X X sB s u s s y s W s Q s f m u . .  .  .  .  .Ä 0 i i i
is1
 . w x  .  .  .  .Since there exists B9 s g K s such that B s y B s s s y s B9 s ,0 0
we get
r
X X sB s u s s y s W s Q s f m u y B9 s u .  .  .  .  . .Ä Ä0 0 i i i /
is1
g s y s P. .0
 .  .This implies that the kernel of r m 1: P ª P s coincides with s y s P0 0
 .since B s / 0. This completes the proof.0
 .Thus we have obtained an algorithm for computing P s under the0
conditions of the above proposition. Note that it amounts to computing
 .L s m M as follows.0 OX
PROPOSITION 7.4. Under the same assumptions as in the preceding pro-
 .  .position, we ha¨e P s s L s m M.0 0 OX
s0ym   . .Proof. Let f m u be an arbitrary element of L s m M with0 O pX
u g M and p g Y. Then by applying the proof of the preceding proposi-p
 . w x  . w xtion with k s l s 0, we obtain Q s g D s and B s g K s so thatX p
 . s .  . sym  .Q s f m u s B s f m u in L m M and B s / 0. Thus we getO 0X
y1s ym s0 0f m u s B s Q s f m u g P s . .  .  .  .0 0 0
This completes the proof.
PROPOSITION 7.5. Assume that B m M is specializable along X.w Z x OX w y1 xThen there exists a positi¨ e integer k so that M f is isomorphic to0
 . r  .D rQ yk as left D -module for any integer k G k .X X 0
 .Proof. Let b s, p be the b-function for f and u at p. In view ofi i
Propositions 4.5, 4.6 and Theorems 4.7 and 6.14, there exists a nonzero
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 . w x  .  .b s g K s so that b s, p divides b s for any i s 1, . . . , r and p g X.i
 .Let k be the greatest positive integer, if any, such that b yk s 0.0
Otherwise, put k s 0. Let k be an arbitrary integer with k G k . Then by0 0
Propositions 7.3 and 7.4, we have
r
L yk m M s P yk , Pr s q k P , D rQ yk . .  .  .  .  .O XX
 . w y1 x yk w y1 xOn the other hand, L yk s O f f is isomorphic to O f as leftX X
w y1 x  .D -module. Hence M f is isomorphic to L yk m M as left D -X O XX
module. This completes the proof.
Thus under the condition that B m M is specializable along X andw Z x OX0  . w y1 xthat H M s 0, we have obtained an algorithm of computing M fwY x
combining Propositions 7.1 and 7.5. More concretely, we have
r
y1 yk 0M f s D f m u , . X i
is1
 . rand our algorithm computes a finite subset of A which generates then
left D -moduleX
r
r yk 0Q yk s P g D P f m u s 0 .  .0 X i i 5
is1
on X. In particular, by applying the above argument to M [ D g s2 withX
w xanother polynomial g g K s and a constant s g K, we obtain an algo-2
 s1 s2 .rithm for computing D f f for generic s , s g K as follows: First, weX 1 2
s2  .can compute D g if the Bernstein-Sato polynomial b s of g satisfiesX g
 .  w x.b s y n / 0 for n s 1, 2, 3, . . . cf. 34 . Then we haveg 2
D f s1 m D g s2 , D f s1 g s2 . .  .X O X XX
 s1 s2 .by virtue of Lemma 7.2, where D f g is the left D -submodule ofX X
w y1 y1 x s1 s2 s1 s2O f , g f g generated by f g . Thus by applying the arguments inX
 s1 s2 .this section, we can compute D f g if, in addition to the aboveX
 . s2  .condition, the b-function b s for f and g satisfies b s y n / 0 for12 12 0
0  s2 .n s 1, 2, 3, . . . . Note that we always have H D g s 0.wY x X
Hence by choosing positive integers k , k so that s s yk and s s1 2 1 1 2
yk satisfy the above conditions, we get an algorithm to compute the2
w y1 y1 x w yk 1 yk 2 xlocalization O f , g s O f , g as D -module.X X X
If we regard s , s as indeterminates not as constants, then it is also1 2
w x w x s1 s2interesting to consider the left D s , s -module D s , s f g . AnX 1 2 X 1 2
algorithm for computing this module can be obtained by generalizing a
w xmethod used in 34 , or also by modifying the arguments in this section so
w xas to be adapted to the case where M is a D s -module. We shallX 2
discuss this problem elsewhere.
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3  .EXAMPLE 7.6. Put X s K 2 x, y, z and write ­ [ ­r­ x, ­ [x y
­r­ y, ­ [ ­r­ z. Put f [ x 2 y y3 and f [ y2 y z 3. Let s , s g K bez 1 2 1 2
constants. The Bernstein-Sato polynomial of f at the singular point2
5 7 s2 .  .  . . .0, 0, 0 is b s s s q 1 s q s q . We have D f s D rI with2 X X6 6
the left ideal of D generated byX
­ , 3 y­ q 2 z­ y 6 s , 3 z 2­ q 2 y­ , y2 y z 3 ­ q 3 z 2s .x y z 2 y z z 2
 .if b s y n / 0 for any n s 1, 2, 3, . . . . Then the b-function for f and2 2 1
f s2 is2
5 7 2 19 2 23b s s s q 1 s q s q s q s q s q s q .  .  .  .  .  .12 2 26 6 3 18 3 18
2 25 2 29 2 31 2 35= s q s q s q s q s q s q s q s q .  .  .  .2 2 2 23 18 3 18 3 18 3 18
 .at 0, 0, 0 ; while at the other points we have
5 7s q 1 s q s q on 0, 0, z N z / 0 , 4 .  .¡  .  .6 6
2 3~s q 1 on x , y , z N x y y s 0, yz / 0 , . 4b s s .12 ¢ 2 31 on x , y , z N x y y / 0 , . 4
 .if s satisfies b s y n / 0 for any n s 1, 2, 3, . . . in addition to1 12 1
the above condition on s . Under the same assumptions, we have2
 s1 s2 .  .  .D f f s D rI s , s with the left ideal I s , s of D generated byX 1 2 X 1 2 1 2 X
¡9 x­ q 6 y­ q 4 z­ y 6 3s q 2 s , .x y z 1 2
2 3 2y y z ­ q 3 z s , . z 2
2 3x y y ­ y 2 s x , . x 1~
2 2 29 y z ­ q 6 xz ­ q 4 xy­ ,x y z
2 3 2 3 2 33 y x y y ­ q 2 z x y y ­ q 3 y2 s x q 3s q 2 s y , . .  .  .y z 2 1 2
2 2 3 2 3 2 2¢3 z x y y ­ q 2 y x y y ­ q 9s y z . .  .y z 1
In particular the above assumptions are satisfied for s s s s y1.1 2
w y1 y1 x  .Hence we have O f , f , D rI y1, y1 . By regarding s , s as in-X 1 2 X 1 2
w x s1 s2 .determinates not as constants, we have also D s , s f f sX 1 2 1 2
w x  .D s , s rI s , s . Then we can verify by elimination that the idealX 1 2 1 2
  . w x . w x w xI s , s q D s , s f f l K s , s of K s , s is generated by a1 2 X 1 2 1 2 0 1 2 1 2
single element
b s , s [ s q 1 6 s q 5 6 s q 7 s q 1 6 s q 5 6 s q 7 .  .  .  .  .  .  .1 2 1 1 1 2 2 2
= l q 19 l q 23 l q 25 l q 29 l q 31 l q 35 .  .  .  .  .  .
= l q 37 l q 41 l q 43 l q 47 .  .  .  .
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 .with l [ 18 s q 12 s . This means that b s , s is a minimum polynomial1 2 1 2
 s1q1 s2q1 .that satisfies a functional equation of the form P f f s1 2
 . s1 s2 w x  w x.b s , s f f with some germ P of D s , s at 0 cf. 35, 28 .1 2 1 2 X 1 2
8. CORRECTNESS OF ALGORITHMS IN
ANALYTIC CASE
Here we assume that K is the field C of complex numbers or its
.subfield for actual computation . Then we can work in the analytic cate-
gory rather than in the algebraic category as described so far. Let us
an  .denote by O the sheaf of rings of holomorphic complex analyticX
functions on X, and by Dan and Dan the sheaves of rings of holomorphicX XÄ
Ä  w x.differential operators on X and on X respectively cf. 19 . Replacing the
algebraic objects by these analytic objects, we can verify that the theoreti-
cal parts are still valid. Our purpose is to show that if the inputs are
algebraic, then the outputs of the algorithms presented so far provide us
with the correct answers also in the analytic category.
 . rLet M s D rN be a coherent D -module as in Sections 4 and 5 andÄ ÄX X
put M an [ Dan m M and N an [ Dan m N. Then the V-filtrationsX D X DÄ ÄÄ ÄX X
 an .  an .  an .F D , F M and F N are defined in the same way as in thek X k kÄ
algebraic case. The following lemma will be the key to the correctness
proof in the analytic case.
LEMMA 8.1. Under the notation abo¨e, we ha¨e an isomorphism
an an an w xF M rF M , D t­ m F M rF M .  .  .  . .k k X t D w t­ x k k1 0 X t 1 0
as left Dan-modules for any integers k F k .X 0 1
Proof. Since there is an exact sequence
r r
0 ª F N rF N ªF D rF D .  .  .  .Ä Äk k k X k X1 0 1 0
ª F M rF M ª 0 .  .k k1 0
an w x w xand D t­ is faithfully flat over D t­ , it suffices to show the naturalÄX t X tÄ
homomorphism
an w x an anD t­ m F N rF N ª F N rF N 8.1 .  .  .  .  . .X t D w t­ x k k k kX t 1 0 1 0
is an isomorphism. Since the injectivity follows from the faithfully flatness
 .mentioned above, we have only to show that 8.1 is surjective.
 an .Let P be a section of F N and let P , . . . , P be a set of F-k 1 d1 w xinvolutory generators of N. The proof of Theorem 3.16 of 33
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 . anwith trivial modification guarantees the existence of Q , . . . , Q g D1 d XÄ
d  .and P , . . . , P g N so that P s  Q P and ord Q P F k . Then we1 d is1 i i F i i 1
X anw x  X .  an .can take Q g D t, ­ so that Q y Q P g F N . This proves thati X t i i i k 0
 .the homomorphism 8.1 is surjective. This completes the proof.
PROPOSITION 8.2. The b-function of M along X defined in the analytic
category coincides with the b-function of M along X in the algebraic category.
Proof. By putting k s k s 0 in the preceding lemma, we have an0 1
isomorphism
an an w xgr M , D t­ m gr M . .  .0 X t D w t­ x 0X t
In view of Definition 4.1, this isomorphism and the faithful flatness assure
the coincidence of the two definitions of the b-function.
In particular, the specializability does not depend on the algebraic or
.  an .v ananalytic category which one works in. The restriction M of MX
along X is defined as a complex of left Dan-modules.X
PROPOSITION 8.3. Assume that M is specializable along X. Then we ha¨e
an isomorphism
vj an an j vH M , D m H M .  . .X X D XX
of left Dan-modules for j s 0, y1.X
Proof. By virtue of the above proposition, Proposition 5.2 holds also for
M an with the same k , k . Hence the above isomorphism is an immediate0 1
consequence of Lemma 8.1.
 . rNow let M s D rN be a coherent D -module as in Sections 6 and 7X X
an an w xand put M [ D m M. Let f g K s be a nonconstant polynomial.X DX j  an .Then the algebraic local cohomology group H M is defined and is awY x
left Dan-module.X
j  an . anPROPOSITION 8.4. We ha¨e an isomorphism H M , D mwY x X DXj  .H M if B m M is specializable along X.wY x w Z x OX
Proof. Put Ban [ Dan m B . Then the arguments in Section 6 areÄw Z x X D w Z xÄX
valid with B and M replaced by Ban and M an respectively. First, byw Z x w Z x
Lemmas 6.2 and 6.5 in the both categories and Proposition 8.3 applied to
D instead of X, we geti
Ban m an M an , Dan m B m M . .Äw Z x O X D w Z x OÄX X X
Hence Theorem 6.4 in the both categories and Proposition 8.3 yield the
isomorphism needed.
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j  an . j  .Especially we have H M s 0 if and only if H M s 0 by virtuewY x wY x
an anw y1 x sof the faithful flatness of D over D . Put L [ O s, f f .X X X
PROPOSITION 8.5. Let u , . . . , u be generators of M on X. Put1 r
r
r sw xQ [ Q , . . . , Q g D s Q f m u s 0 in L m M , .  . . 1 r X i i OX 5
is1
r
ran an sw xQ [ Q , . . . , Q g D s Q f m u s 0 .  . . 1 r X i i
is1
in L an m an M an .OX 5
an w x anThen we ha¨e an isomorphism D s m Q , Q .X D w s xX
0  . 0  .Proof. By replacing M by MrH M , we may assume H M s 0wY x wY x
0  .since we have L m H M s 0. PutO wY xX
r
rÄQ [ Q , . . . , Q g D Q d t y f m u s 0 .  . .  .Ä 1 r X i i
is1
in B m M ,w Z x OX 5
r
ran anÄQ [ Q , . . . , Q g D Q d t y f m u s 0 .  . .  .Ä 1 r X i i
is1
in Ban m an M an .w Z x OX 5
Then by the proof of Proposition 7.1 and the faithful flatness, we get
ran an anÄw xQ , D t­ l Q .X t
ran Äw x w x, D t­ m D t­ l Q . .X t D w t­ x X tX t
an w x, D t­ m Q .X t D w t­ xX t
This completes the proof.
It follows immediately
r r
an s an sw x w x w xD s f m u , D s m D s f m u . .  . X i X D w s x X iX  /
is1 is1
an s0 an  s0 .anBy specializing s, we also get D f m M , D m D f m M .X O X D X OX X X
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COROLLARY 8.6. Let u be a section of M. Then the b-functions for f and
u in the algebraic and in the analytic sense coincide.
an  .  .Proof. Let b s and b s be the b-functions for f and u in the
analytic and in the algebraic sense respectively. By using the above
proposition with r s 1 and u s u and the faithful flatness, we get1
 an : an an w x w xb s s Q q D s f l K s .  .X
w x w xs Q q D s f l K s .X
 :s b s . .
This completes the proof.
Thus we have proved that the algorithms in the present paper are
correct also in the analytic category if the input Dan-module is written inX
the form M an s Dan m M with a coherent D -module M whose pre-X D XX
sentation is explicitly given.
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